GIVING

METHODIST MAKES HAND SANITIZER MORE ACCESSIBLE IN OAK CLIFF
Back in August, Methodist Dallas came together with local nonprofit Better Block to design and manufacture several outdoor hand sanitizer stations in the Oak Cliff community. Anyone can use these stations, which feature foot pumps to dispense the hand sanitizing gel. The units were installed outside of popular shopping centers across southern Dallas. Three of these stations were installed in the 75211 ZIP code, the area with the highest number of COVID-19 cases in Dallas-Fort Worth. By promoting COVID-19 prevention guidelines on social media and providing this additional resource, Methodist hopes to make a stronger impact on infection prevention in our community.

UNITY

MARKING NATIONAL NURSES AND HOSPITAL WEEK
Thanks to a generous donation from the DFW chapter of the American Association of Physicians of Indian Origin, we were able to provide more than 500 free lunches to nurses on May 6-8. At the same time, each nursing unit received a gift box filled with a variety of snacks donated from World’s Finest Chocolate Co., Hint flavored water, and others. Finally, close to 100 Keurig coffee makers – donated by the company to Methodist Dallas – were raffled off to employees.

SHOWN APPRECIATION FOR METHODIST HEALTHCARE HEROES
On April 24, the local nonprofit Love in Motion, accompanied by the Dallas Fire and Police departments and the SWAT crew, delivered over 2,000 gift bags to employees at Methodist Dallas. This large donation – sponsored by the Highland Park United Methodist Church – ensured that each employee at the hospital received a gift that included a handwritten note of appreciation from a volunteer, snacks, and a lottery scratcher!

NURSING STAFF ORGANIZE SUPPLY DRIVE TO LOCAL SCHOOL
For Methodist Dallas nurses, taking care of patients inside the hospital is not enough. They also make time to support and care for kids in our community. They delivered 27 bins filled with school supplies to nearby Hogg Elementary school.

NEIGHBORS CLAP TO SHOW THEIR SUPPORT FOR HEALTHCARE WORKERS
Every week starting in April 2020, residents Rachel and Mark Kull have come to the area in front of the ER entrance at Methodist Dallas to clap for five minutes in support of our staff. “It’s good to express gratitude,” Rachel said. “In a world where you can be anything, be thankful.”
| **9,483** | The number of people Methodist Health System employed throughout the Metroplex in 2020. |
| **2,226** | Number of people employed by Methodist Dallas Medical Center in 2020 |
| **286** | Number of volunteers at Methodist Dallas in 2020 |
| **$149 million** | How much Methodist Health System provided in unreimbursed charity care in fiscal year 2020 |
| **$1.5 billion** | Methodist Health System’s 2020 economic impact, including from income and benefits provided for employees |
| **4,916** | Number of physicians on the medical staff at Methodist Health System hospitals in 2020 |

**COMMUNITY MURAL PAYS TRIBUTE TO HEALTHCARE HEROES AT METHODIST DALLAS**
Local artist Miguel DonJuan created a mural at the Wild West Mural Fest using the silhouettes of several frontline workers. Because his wife Diana Alonzo, RN, works in the Methodist Dallas emergency department, he had an up-close look at the fight against COVID-19. Miguel was so inspired, he turned his design into a mural for the annual art festival. The mural is on a building along Singleton Blvd. in the Trinity Groves area at 604 Singleton Ave. in Dallas. The mural depicted (from left) Mark Austin from Dallas Fire-Rescue; Rebecca Herchenbach, RN, BSN; Diana Alonzo, RN, BSN; Rachel Humphrey, RN, BSN; Phillip Mendez, EMTP; and Robert Simonson, DO.

**Methodist Dallas Medical Center**
A top-quality hospital serving southern Dallas for 45 years.

**Level III Maternal Care**
designation from the Texas Department of State Health Services

**Golden Cross Academic Clinic**
recognized as a Patient Centered Medical Home by the National Committee for Quality Assurance

**ADVISORY BOARD**
Thank you to the outstanding people serving on our Advisory Board:
Robert (Bobby) Abtahi; Glenn Bodinson; Mike Casey; Elba Garcia, DDS; Dr. Larry George; Ben Houston; Brenda Jackson; Delia Jasso; Yon Jorden; Terrence Maiden; Brad Pirtle, DO; Rev. Mark Porter; Laura Sanchez; Rev. Jodi Smith; Dr. Andrew Stoker, Chair; Alan Walne; Kirk Wiginton; Linda Young.